
 

 

 

NetScouts Basketball - Player Report 

 

  

DATE: 12-12-17 

GAME: Yale (67) @ Iona (83)      

SCOUT:  Mike Duffy 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NAME: Miye Oni            #24                         HT: 6-7    WT: 205               

POS: G                             CLASS: Sophomore      SCHOOL: Yale  

  

Athleticism/Body: 

Has noticeably wide shoulders, +wingspan, strong frame for a guard.  Listed at 6’7, but  

may be a little short of that. Seems decently developed muscularly, should be able to add more weight at his 

frame if needed. Above average athlete, runs the floor very well, typically out in front of breaks. Above average 

leaping ability and impressive body control in the air, able to contort body around defenders on dunk attempts.  

 

Shooting: 

Smooth stroke, high release, consistent follow through, good arc on ball. Shot seems somewhat effortless as if it 

doesn’t take Oni much to get it up, good lift on jumper. Slight dip of ball to create momentum on shot motion. 

Right handed but raises the ball slightly across the left side of his body. Has consistent 3 point range. Best off 

the catch and shoot where he can set his feet.  Able to pull up from midrange off the dribble, but does not seem 

to have the same rhythm from deep off the bounce – mostly stepbacks, doesn’t have same balance on jumper 

(leaning slightly forward), tends to leave 3pt shots short off dribble. But overall has great promise as a shooter.  

 

Position Offense: 

Has combo guard skills, ability to play both on and off ball. Has a fluid dribble, a little high at times but under 

control. Operates well out of triple threat, gets low, effective escape dribble. Very willing passer, recognizes 

when scoring opportunities are not there, leads team in assists (as well as scoring). Majority of assist 

opportunities come on kick outs off the drive. Likes to cut after he makes passes on the perimeter. Moves well 

off ball, especially in transition. Able to throw down some vicious dunks/alley oops on break. Spots up well on 

the perimeter. Would like to see him cut back on dribble 3’s and attack the basket a little more frequently. View 

him as an ideal 2 guard with the ball handling and creation ability to play lead guard occasionally.    

 

Defense/Rebounding: 

Fills the defensive box score, leads Yale in steals and blocked shots. Oni’s athleticism helps him make plays on 

the defensive end. Very aggressive in passing lanes, coming away with steals, but gambles a little too 

frequently. Impressive shot blocking ability for his position, attacking offensive players from the weakside and 

on chase downs. Above average man defender, should comfortably matchup against wings and some larger 

PG’s. Questionable in zone defensive schemes, seemed to get lost occasionally. Would like to see him get more 

aggressive and physical when bringing help down low, outside of hunting for blocks. Seems to get passive at 

times and watch players attack the basket. Gets rebounds through his athleticism/length/vertical but would like 

to see him improve box out technique. Frequently allows opposing players to gain inside position while he is 

watching the ball in the air.  

 

Miscellaneous: 

This was one of Oni’s worst outings of the season, but he was returning from an illness that he caused him to 

miss a game and led to him coming off the bench in this matchup. After watching a lot of tape on Oni, it’s 

evident that this game was an outlier and he was more than likely still recovering from the illness. Unfortunate 

timing as there were two NBA scouts at the game to watch Oni. Oni was one of 21 college players invited to the 

Box Score 

PTS: 12   

REB: 8 

AST: 2 

STL: 1 

BLK: 2   

FG: 4-12  

3PT: 3-9 

MIN: 26 



2017 Nike Skills Academy and turned some heads with his play there. In addition to his skill, Oni seems to be a 

positive teammate, frequently seen encouraging his teammates after either good or bad plays.  

 

Rank: 

6 – NBA Development League, Euro Cup/International Player 
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